Globus-M ST
• NBI H-mode
• Deuterium plasma
• P NBI =0,35-0,75 MW
• E b =26-28 keV
• P abs -3D fast ion tracking algorithm
• W tot -diamagnetic measurements
• W th = 0.9-0.95 W MHD
• dW/dt=0, dI/dt = 0 • Robust effect of density peaking using early NBI technique due to particle confinement improvement in the core (r/a<0.6) (d-ITB) • β T =4.5% and β N =2.7 => f ni ≈ 15%
• e-ITB formation in the region r/a ≈ 0.8
• τ E improvement ~20% in comparison with q min <1 regimes • Impurity accumulation in the plasma core • d-ITB and e-ITB spatially separated: Good particle confinement -Bad thermal confinement Bad particle confinement -Good thermal confinement • Different transport origin  different turbulence suppression mechanisms • ITB disruption is concerned with q=1 surface and m=1/n=1 instability (β N limit is not reached, looking forward to Globus-M2 with P NBI =2 MW) • k = 1.8-1.9
• P NBI < 1.2 MW (*) Bakharev N.N. Nuclear Fusion 55 (2015 ) 043023 (**) Kurskiev G.S. Plasma Phys.Control. Fusion 59 (2017) 045010 (7pp) ( OH vs NBI, 0.2 MA, 0.4 T) 
Conclusions
• Energy confinemnt time depends strong on toroidal magnetic field and density: τ E~BT 1.2 n e 0.67
• τ E dependence on I p and P abs is unclear, however (0.25<αI<0.77; -0,28>αP>-0,8 [Valovic M. et. al. 2009 Nuclear Fusion 49 075016, Kay S.M. et.al. 2006 -contradicts NSTX Li experiments (τ E~Ip 0.79 B T -0.15 ) [Kay S.M. et.al. 2013 Nuclear Fusion 53 063005] -contradicts IPB98(y,2) (τ E~. • Energy confinement in Globus-M follows the ST trend, however a set of distinctive features exists
